
PREFACE

The Kaikadi community is one of those many communities which 
are migngled in various cities and states. During the 
british period this community was declared as an outlaw 
community because of the antisocial activities practiced by 
them and that is why the kaikadies population was specially 
inhabited in area called as "Settlement" located in the 
outskirts of the city and the same was protected with barbed 
wire fencing. The settlement colony was freed in the year 
1949 during the tenure of Shri.Balasaheb Kher.

The present study is devoted to the socio economic and 
cultural activities of Kaikadi community in Solapur. Though 
this community is found right from Madras to Bombay. It is 
very difficult to set the history and to confirm the basic 
information of this community. It was challengeable task to 
contact the community people as presently they are freed 
from the settlement area and started to leave in the various 
parts of the city along with the other communities.

I accepted this challenge and tried my level best to conduct 
the survey and put very efforts to complete this study a 
success. With the help of my respected Guide, Colleagues, 
Friends, Students and some of the community leaders as well 
as the documents available with the news papers and other
resources.
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Guide Dr.G.V.DINGRE for accepting the topic of the 
dissertation and giving valuable advise, able guidance and 
personal interest taken in my research till to the 
completion of work.

The Director Prof.S.G.Bawane had shown interest in the topic 
and helped me for completing this thesis. T sincerely 
express my thanks to him.

I am grateful to the Prof. Patrudkar, Institute of 
Management for his intelligent contribution during this 
study.

I am also thankful to my college Prof. A.V. Bhosale, Prof. 
V.B.Kakade, Prof.Dr.B.T.Lawani, Prof.Miss.J.M.Mehta, Prof. 
R.M.Kazi, and I/C Director Prof.Shirish Shah for extending 
their co-operation and helping me to do my research work 
systematically.
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Gavai, Mr.Sudhir Deshmukh and Sanjay Naik for helping me for 
the reference work.

I am thankful to my great friends Mr. Rajkumar Survase, 
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lianaj, Mudagi Appa and Mr.V.R.Kulkarni, Editor, Daily 
kesari, Solapur for their help and support extended to me 
during this study.
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analysis of data of the study.
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Basavvabai who have real factors of inspiration to complete 
my research work. Without their blessings I could not have 
completed the study.
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